The distribution of HCV in subjects attending hospitals in Duhok City, Iraq
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ABSTRACT

Objective: To investigate the prevalence of hepatitis C virus (HCV) and its genotypes in Duhok City, Kurdistan Region, Iraq.

Methods: A cross sectional study was conducted to investigate the prevalence of HCV and its genotype. A total of 2109 subjects, who attended the hospital for complaints other than hepatitis, were recruited in this study.

Results: First, anti-HCV antibody positivity was examined by ELISA. About 5.2% (111/2109) of our samples were tested positive for anti-HCV antibodies. To confirm the positivity, RT-PCR was performed. Amongst all samples, 2.8% (60/2109) was positive by RT-PCR. Then, we genotyped all the RT-PCR positive samples, and it was found that 50.0% (30/60) of our samples were typed as HCV genotype 4, 43.3% (26/60) as genotype 1 and 6.7% (4/60) as genotype 3.

Conclusions: The prevalence of HCV was higher than that was reported previously and genotype 4 was the most prevalent. Further population based study is required to investigate the prevalence of HCV.

1. Introduction

Hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection poses a major global health problem [1]. Worldwide, it is estimated that about 200 million people are infected with HCV [2]. Chronic HCV infection might be associated with increased mortality rate as the infection predisposes to the development of liver cirrhosis, hepatocellular carcinoma and liver failure [3]. Studies from regional countries showed that HCV prevalence was 1.1% in Yemen, less than 1.0% in Iran, 1.8% among young generation in Saudi Arabia, 4.0% among blood donors in Pakistan and 0.2% in Iraq [4–6].

HCV is of genetic heterogeneity that makes the development of vaccine extremely difficult [7]. HCV genotype has also been reported as an important predictor in determining sustained virologic response in HCV patients with treatment showing greater efficacy in genotype 2 and 3 than in genotype 1. Genotype 4 is the most problematic to treat [8] though sustained virologic response has been achieved up to 70% in Middle East populations [8,9]. This justifies the study of HCV genetic diversity at country level. The genotypes of HCV were studied previously in Kurdistan Region in patients with haemoglobinopathy and renal transplant subjects. HCV genotype 4 was the most prevalent genotype followed by genotype 1 [9–11]. The aims of this study were to investigate the prevalence of HCV positivity in patients attending the hospitals in Duhok City and then to study the genotype of HCV positive samples.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Blood samples

Blood samples were collected randomly from 2109 subjects visiting Azadi and Heevi hospitals for different reasons in the period from May 2015 to December 2015. A 5 cc syringe and needle was used to collect approximate 5 mL of blood from each donor. Then, the blood samples were centrifuged at 1500 r/min for 3 min to obtain sera.
3.2. HCV positivity

The HCV antibody (HCV-AB) (fourth generation) was studied by commercial ELISA kit (DIA.PRO Diagnostic Bio-probes, Milan, Italy) following manufacturer’s instructions.

2.3. RNA extraction

RNA extraction was conducted using QIAamp RNA extraction kit (Qiagen, Hamburg, Germany) according to manufacture instructions for automatic extraction in QIAcube extractor (Qiagen, Hamburg, Germany). The extracted RNA concentration was confirmed through measurement by Nanodrop ND-1000 (Nanodrop, USA).

2.4. Quantification of HCV RNA and HCV genotyping

Quantification of HCV RNA was performed by real-time quantitative PCR. This was conducted using the Qiagen Artus HCV RG RT-PCR kit (Qiagen, Hamburg, Germany). An aliquot of 20 μL of purified sample was utilised in a total reaction volume of 50 μL. Amplification reaction for each sample and standard was performed in duplicates. Amplification cycling was performed using the Rotor-Gene Q device (Qiagen, Hamburg, Germany). Data analysis was performed with the Rotor-Gene software according to the manufacturer’s instructions. HCV genotyping was performed by reverse hybridization technique (NLM, Milan, Italy).

2.5. Ethical approval

The study protocol was performed according to the Helsinki declaration and approved by the Ethics and Research Committee of Azadi and Heevi hospitals and the School of Medicine. Written informed consent was obtained from the participants of this study.

3. Results

3.1. Patients

During the period from May 2015 to December 2015, we examined 2109 samples for HCV-AB. The average age of recruited subjects was (37.30 ± 7.78) years. We examined samples taken from 779 females (with average age of 36.10 years) and 1330 males (with average age of 38.03 years).

3.2. HCV positivity

During the period of study, we examined 2109 samples. First, anti-HCV antibody positivity was examined. About 5.2% (111/2109) of our samples were tested positive for anti-HCV antibodies. Then, to discriminate between current infection and old resolved infection, RT-PCR was performed for all positive samples. Amongst all samples, 2.8% (60/2109) was positive by RT-PCR. About 56.7% (3460) of the positive samples were female.

3.3. HCV genotype

We genotyped all the RT-PCR positive samples. It was found that 50.0% (3060) of our samples were typed as HCV genotype 4, 43.3% (2660) as genotype 1 and 6.7% (460) as genotype 3.

4. Discussion

HCV is a prevalent virus and a leading cause of mortality and morbidity worldwide [12]. Chronic HCV infection predisposes to the development of liver cirrhosis, hepatocellular cancer and liver failure [12]. The prevalence rate of HCV infection is decreasing in the developed countries; however, in developing countries such as Iraq, researchers still struggle to control the infection [12,13].

Different studies from neighbouring countries showed a variation in the prevalence rates of HCV ranging from 0.4% to 19.2% [14,15]. In this study, we found that 5.2% of the samples were HCV-AB positive. Then, all samples were sent to PCR to confirm the positivity. It was found that 2.8% of the samples were PCR positive. This was higher than what was found previously in Iraq where less than 0.5% of blood donors were positive for HCV-AB [6,16–18]. This difference in the prevalence rate might be explained in part by the difference in sample collection method and the techniques used in the diagnosis. Further population based studies are needed to explore this.

HCV genotype was studied previously in Iraq. In a study conducted in the south of Iraq, it was found that 35.0% of the samples typed as genotype 4 while 50.0% of the recruited samples typed as genotype 1 [19]. In another study from Iraq recruiting patients with haemoglobinopathy who were infected with HCV, it was shown that 53.0% of the samples typed as HCV genotype 4, followed by 23.0% for genotype 1, 20.9% for genotype 3 and 2.3% for genotype 2. In a study conducted in Iran, it was shown that the majority of Iranian samples were HCV genotype 1 (47.0%) followed by genotype 3 (36.0%) [20]. Previous studies from the Arab Gulf area showed that genotype 4 was the most prevalent HCV genotype [21,22]. In this study, 50.0% of the samples were genotype 4, followed by 43.3% for genotype 1 and 6.7% for genotype 3. Historically, genotype 4 and 1 HCV has been considered the most difficult hepatitis C genotypes for treatment. It was previously reported in Iraq that, only 50.0% of those were responding to the classical treatment. Newer direct acting antivirals therapy is very expensive in Iraq, therefore, strict measurements should be taken to prevent the infection.

Our study also has limitations. We studied the prevalence of HCV in sample collected from patients rather than a random community sample, and this may have introduced bias. This might explain the higher prevalence rate found in our study. A population based study is recommended to investigate the prevalence of HCV in this society. We believe that the prevalence of HCV might be very low in general population which might make studying the HCV genotype extremely difficult because of the low positivity.
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